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Good afternoon everyone, I am phd candidate Zhenhao Wang at the institute of experimental physics at TU graz. My supervisor is Dr. Martin Schultze. Today I‘ll talk about 

http://www.iep.tugraz.at/


Spectral range of several kinds of spectroscopy

Reference: [1] F. Hennies et al., Phys. Rev. Lett., vol. 104, no. 19, p. 193002, May 2010.
[2] A. Thorne, Phys. Scr., vol. 1996, no. T65, p. 31, Jan. 1996.
[3] I. Coddington, N. Newbury, and W. Swann, Optica, OPTICA, vol. 3, no. 4, pp. 414–426, Apr. 2016.
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Raman Spectroscopy

Strong-field Fourier Transform Ion Spectroscopy

Potential:
Shorter pulse

Potential: 
Longer Stage Achieved in this work

Resonant Inelastic X-ray Scattering (Synchrotron radiation) [1]

Fourier Transform Spectroscopy [2]
Dual comb Spectroscopy [3]
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Nowadays we have a lot of different kinds of spectrometry in our tool box. Depends on what kinds of material and what information we want to know, we can find a suitable one most of the time. Today in this talk I only focus on the three parameters: Spectral range, spectral resolution and time resolution.Raman and FTIR: finger print of unknow speciesWhen it talks about spectral range, the resonant inelastic x ray scattering comes into my mind firstly.Single laser source, wide spectral range and possible high frequency resolutionAdvantage of strong laser field: relax the selection rule, field induced ionization and transition. Advantage of short laser pulse: high time resolution



Principle of the experiment
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𝜏𝜏 = 𝜏𝜏1, 𝜏𝜏2 …

Yield of H+, H2
+

@ 𝜏𝜏 = 𝜏𝜏1, 𝜏𝜏2 …

Maximum intensity: 9E14 W/cm2

sub-5 fs Ion detection
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I‘ll introduce the most important parameters of the experiment, the pulse duration, which is 4 fs. These two pulses are from an interferometer and is copy of each other. The delay in between can be changed. Importance of the short laser pulse: the fast oscillation will be averaged out by long pulse, which will be addressed again later. An extreme case is if we use a stop watch to measure the  



Ion yield at various time delay

Reference: Y. Mi et al., Phys. Rev. Lett., vol. 125, no. 17, p. 173201, Oct. 2020; L. Wolniewicz, Journal of Molecular Spectroscopy, vol. 63, no. 3, pp. 
537–546, Dec. 1976; NIST Chemistry WebBook, SRD 69
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𝐻𝐻2+

𝐻𝐻+

FFT
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The 3 peaks between 300 and 900 wavenumber are from the rotation of the neutral molecule (notice the phase so it‘s not from hydrogen cation), the handful peaks around 1700 wavenumber are from the vibration of the ground electronic state of hydrogen cation (by frequency), and there is corresponding peaks from overtone. The highest peak at 4160 wavenumber is from the foundamental vibration of neutral hydrogen molecule (by frequency).



Ion yield at various time delay

Reference: Y. Mi et al., Phys. Rev. Lett., vol. 125, no. 17, p. 173201, Oct. 2020; L. Wolniewicz, Journal of Molecular Spectroscopy, vol. 63, no. 3, pp. 
537–546, Dec. 1976; NIST Chemistry WebBook, SRD 69
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𝐻𝐻2+

𝐻𝐻+

FFT
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There are also peaks at higher frequency. The band around 12800 wavenumer are the carrier frequency of the laser pulse, and other frequcies are still in discussion.



Reference: E. Goll, G. Wunner, and A. Saenz, Phys. Rev. Lett., vol. 97, no. 10, p. 103003, Sep. 2006 ; Th. Ergler et al., Phys. Rev. Lett., vol. 97, no. 
10, p. 103004, Sep. 2006 ; H. Zimmermann and U. Eichmann, Phys. Scr., vol. 91, no. 10, p. 104002, Sep. 2016
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Ionization in intense laser field

Field = 0

Field = 0.1 a.u.

Field = 0.05 a.u.

R-dependent ionization 
probability
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The coulomb potential is dressed by the laser field, so it’s shifted up and down, and also bended. Depends on the laser field intensity, the ionization can be in the tunneling regime or over-barrier regime.



Reference: E. Goll, G. Wunner, and A. Saenz, Phys. Rev. Lett., vol. 97, no. 10, p. 103003, Sep. 2006 ; Th. Ergler et al., Phys. Rev. Lett., vol. 97, no. 
10, p. 103004, Sep. 2006 ; H. Zimmermann and U. Eichmann, Phys. Scr., vol. 91, no. 10, p. 104002, Sep. 2016
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Wavepacket creation
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Before the laser pulse comes, the hydrogen molecule is on the ground state. For the sake of simplicity and also focusing on the result of the ionization, we still use the field-free potential curve to explain this phenomenon.



Reference: E. Goll, G. Wunner, and A. Saenz, Phys. Rev. Lett., vol. 97, no. 10, p. 103003, Sep. 2006 ; Th. Ergler et al., Phys. Rev. Lett., vol. 97, no. 
10, p. 103004, Sep. 2006 ; H. Zimmermann and U. Eichmann, Phys. Scr., vol. 91, no. 10, p. 104002, Sep. 2016
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Wavepacket creation

Field-free evolution

R-selective depletion
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When laser pulse interact with the molecule, at larger internuclear distance, one electron is easier to be ionized and the molecule is left at the ground electronic state of hydrogen cation. Two wave packets are formed simultaneously. (Molecule ensemble instead of single molecule) Using long pulses the effect of the R dependence is washed out by nuclear motion.Forbidden dipole transitions between vibrational levels of the same electronic state.



𝜏𝜏 = 𝜏𝜏2
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Wavepacket detection

𝜏𝜏 = 𝜏𝜏1

H+

H2
+ & H+

Less H+

Less H2
+ & more H+
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At different internuclear distance, the probability to dissociate or ionize the molecule is different.



What can we learn from this experiment?

 Dissociation channels
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Which fragments?

 Evolution of wavepackets

 The probability of each channel Relative ion yields

Phase and amplitude of FFT



Experiment result of gas-phase H2O molecule
11

Interesting phenomenon: Hydrogen 
generation from H2O

Pure Green Hydrogen!



Thank you for listening!
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